A Science Fiction Web Series

Synopsis
When Chrystal (Georgia Theodoulou) is brought back from
the dead at the Cryogenia Institute, the future is far from
what she expected. But when she meets the Institute’s
surprising latest arrival, she realises how deeply distant she is
from the life she knew.
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Director’s Statement
I am a big fan of both science and science fiction. Science
searches for answers in the present day. Science Fiction
asks questions about the future. Science proves what is;
science fiction asks what it means.
I’ve always admired filmmakers and authors who zero in
on that intersection of reality and fiction. When the stories
are real and truthful, but still fantastical and transportive.
The theme of this series is identity. Who are you? What
makes you, you? We assume we are who we are based
on our memories, our feelings. But can we trust them?
In ExHumans, dying people are cryogenically frozen to be
awoken in the future. But we don’t know the future. Why
would anyone wake you up? But they do - and you’re
whole, without pain. It’s a miracle. That’s what you signed
up for. They’ve cured you.
But who are they? Can you trust them? What do they
really want?
You have no control over the world that has brought you
back from the dead. None whatsoever.
It’s like being born.
And being born has only one outcome.
Enjoy the series.

The Actors
Georgia Theodoulou
Georgia Theodoulou grew up in Burry Port, South Wales,
where she lived and studied until attending the Royal Welsh
College of Music and Drama to study Acting.
She graduated in 2016 and since then, has appeared at
The Other Room Theatre with Welsh company 'Dirty
Protest', performed in various concerts and filmed a new
advert for 'Wickes' on Channel 4.
“ExHumans” is Georgia’s professional screen debut and
first time working with the team at Turnshoe Productions.

Steve Grey
Since completing a degree in Performing Arts & Theatre
Studies in 2008, Steve has performed in many stage
productions with Fluellen Theatre Company.
He has also worked for GreysAndFavour Theatre
Company, Seren Theatre Company, Shell Shock, Swansea
Little Theatre and many others.
He has enjoyed roles in several Independent films,
including “Druid’s End”, “Footsteps”, “The Old Signal Box”
and “Boudica Bites Back”, (directed by the late Ken
Russell).

The Film-makers
Harry Boast - Director
Harry has been working as an independent film-maker for 7 years.
He set up his production company, Turnshoe Productions, with his
long term producer, Caylee Coote, in 2010. In that time he has
directed numerous short films, including the hugely popular horror
short Zero, and one full-length feature film, The Enemy, about
Romeo and Juliet in exile, released on Amazon Prime in 2017.

Caylee Coote - Producer
Caylee has been producing films since 2010 and co-founded
Turnshoe. In that time she has produced several short films and
also worked on Hollywood films such as Sherlock Holmes: A Game
of Shadows. She has produced numerous short films, including
Zero and Still Life, and one feature film, The Enemy. One particular
role was running a film club with established film critic Mark
Kermode.

Philip Boast – Writer
ExHumans scriptwriter Philip Boast wrote his first published book
when he was 20. His 15 bestselling novels include Era, Sion and
Resurrection. He has worked as a writer with Turnshoe on various
projects, including The Enemy and Zero. Philip is currently writing
Turnshoe’s next big feature film, The Hollow World.
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